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Quantum interference in resonance fluorescence for a drivenV atom

Peng Zhou* and S. Swain†

Department of Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics, The Queen’s University of Belfast, Belfast BT7 1NN, United Kin
~Received 19 May 1997!

We investigate the effect of quantum interference between the two transition pathways from the excited
doublet to the ground level of a drivenV atom on the spectral features of the resonance fluorescence emission.
The ultranarrow spectral line at line center, which arises due to quantum interference, occurs over a wide range
of parameters. The smaller the ratio of the excited doublet splitting to the effective Rabi frequency, the more
pronounced the spectral line narrowing. However, the fluorescence emission is completely quenched when the
atomic dipole moments are exactly parallel and the driving field is tuned to the average frequency of the atomic
transitions. The narrow line is due to the slow decay rate of one dressed state, while the quenching arises from
dressed-state trapping. A finite laser linewidth destroys the spectral narrowing features and the fluorescence
quenching.@S1050-2947~97!07509-4#

PACS number~s!: 32.80.Bx, 42.50.Gy, 42.50.Lc
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past few years, much attention has been dev
to the effects of quantum interference between multi
atomic transitions pathways and its applications in quan
optics and laser physics.~A recent review has been present
by Arimondo @1#.! One basic system consists of aV-type
atom, with a single ground state and a closely spaced exc
doublet, damped by the usual vacuum interactions, so
the two decay pathways from the excited doublet to
ground state are not independent. As the atom decays
one of the excited doublets it drives the other excited s
level and vice versa. One well-known effect of radiative
terference in such an atomic system is quantum beat osc
tions of the fluorescence intensity@2–4#, which has been
observed in many laboratories@5#. Recent studies have als
shown that radiative interference results in periodic d
states when the atom is initially in a coherent superposi
state of the excited doublet@4#, and a dark spectral line in th
steady-state spontaneous emission spectrum@3#. This dark
state is attributed to an interference-induced trapped state@6#.
We have examined recently the probe absorption spect
@7# and demonstrated that quantum interference in suc
system is also the origin of narrow resonances, transpare
and gain without population inversion.

By introducing an applied field, Cardimona, Raymer, a
Stroud@8# studied the effect of quantum interference on re
nance fluorescence and found that the system can be d
into a dark state in which quantum interference prevents
fluorescence from the excited sublevels, regardless of
intensity of the excited laser. Similar predictions were
ported by Scullyet al. @9#, who showed that if the two uppe
levels of aV-type quantum beat laser are coupled by a m
crowave field, an atom in the ground state may absorb pu
photons and at the same time be free of radiative decay, e
if population inversion occurs. The macroscopic dark perio
of fluorescence emissions due to quantum interferenc
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such a system have been demonstrated by Hegerfeldt
Plenio @10#, using quantum jump theory. We have show
recently that the quantum interference can also give rise
very narrow resonance@11#, with linewidth depending on the
splitting of the excited doublet as well as the Rabi frequen
of the driving field.

Harris and co-workers@12# generalized theV-type atom
to systems where the excited doublet decays to a contin
or to a single auxiliary level, in addition to the ground sta
They found that at a certain frequency the absorption r
goes to zero due to destructive interference, whereas
emission rate remains finite. It is possible to amplify a la
field at this frequency without population inversion bein
present. In the case of a single auxiliary level, quantum
terference can lead to the elimination of the spectral line
the driving laser frequency in the spontaneous emiss
spectrum@13#, which has been recently observed by X
et al. @14# in sodium dimers with the dipole moments of th
two upper levels for the spontaneous emission being par
~or antiparallel!. An appealing physical picture for the ob
served spontaneous emission cancellation has been d
oped very recently by Agarwal@15#.

Generally, for three-level atomic systems~in V, L, andJ
configurations! excited by two laser fields, one being
strong pump field to drive two levels~sayu1& andu2&! and the
other being a weak probe field at different frequency to pro
the levelsu0& and u1& or u2&, the strong coherent field ca
drive the levelsu1& and u2& into superpositions of these state
~dressed states!. Hence the weak field actually probes th
stateu0& and two dressed states, and two correlated transi
channels~from the levelu0& to the dressed levels! are created
for atomic absorption. Quantum interference between
laser-induced transition pathways can be constructive or
structive, depending on the energy of the stateu0& @16,17#. If
u0& is the ground state of the three-level atom, the interf
ence is destructive; otherwise, it is constructive. The dest
tive interference can cancel the probe absorption from
ground state to the dressed state, and the spontaneous
sion of the reverse process, thus resulting in probe trans
ency@18#, optical amplification without population inversio
@19#, enhancement of the refractive index with zero abso
3011 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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3012 56PENG ZHOU AND S. SWAIN
tion @20#, spectral line narrowing@21–23#, as well as a dark
line in spontaneous emission from one of the excited sub
els @16#. The experimental observation of the destructive
terference between the transition probability amplitudes fr
the ground state to the excited doublets~dressed states! in
electromagnetically induced transparency has been prese
recently@24#. Laser oscillation without population inversio
via quantum interference also has been demonstrated ex
mentally in several atomic systems@25#. Both theory and
experiment agree very well.

Recently, Camparo and Lambropoulos@26# have demon-
strated a phase-sensitive rate of atomic excitation due
quantum interference between a three-photon transition a
one-photon transition pathway. Quantum interference f
tures in three-photon down-conversion in phase space
have been reported@27#. The modulation of the two-photon
excitation rate ofJ-type atoms, as a function of the relativ
phase of multiple excitation fields, has been observed
Georgiadesat al. @28#, which may be applied to a recentl
developed frequency metrological technique and to detec
of nonclassical correlation functions of fields. We ha
shown that quantum interference between the stepwise
photon transition pathway and the one-step two-photon t
sition pathway in the nonclassical two-photon excitation
atoms can lead to a very narrow spectral line in the fluor
cence spectrum@29#.

Narrow spectral features have been predicted previo
for other, related systems. Indeed, such effects are a p
bility in any system where very small decay rates ex
whatever their origin. Buzek@30# has shown the existence o
very narrow lines in the spectrum emitted by a system
N two-level atoms in which only one atom is initially ex
cited, when the separation between the atoms is very s
but nonzero. The presence of extremely sharp structure
the fluorescence of a three-levelV system with one meta
stable excited level has been demonstrated by Hegerfeld
Plenio for the resonance fluorescence spectrum and in
sorption by Plenio@31# ~see also@32#!. These effects have
been attributed to ‘‘electron shelving,’’ the existence of lig
and dark periods in the resonance fluorescence emitte
the strong transition. They have also shown that aL system
driven by a single laser, having close-lying lower levels a
parallel transition moments, may exhibit light and dark pe
ods similar to those exhibited by the well-known DehmeltV
system@33#. The unitary equivalence between theV system
with cross-decay terms and doubly driven three-level s
tems with two closely spaced levels coupled by an inte
microwave field has been demonstrated@34,31#. There are
thus several distinct physical phenomena that will prod
effects equivalent to those described, and the experime
may choose the most appropriate. Narducciet al. @22# also
considered aV-type atomic system in which two excite
levels are coupled to the ground state by different la
fields, with one strongly driven and one weakly driven tra
sition. They found line narrowing to be possible on t
strong transition.

In this paper we consider aV-type atom consisting of two
excited sublevels coupled to a singlet ground level by
single-mode laser field as shown in Fig. 1. Here we exam
the effect of quantum interference on the spectral feature
the resonance fluorescence emissions. Our organization
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follows. In Sec. II we present the formulism and numeric
results of the incoherent resonance fluorescence spect
We find that an additional sharp peak arises at line ce
over wide ranges of the parameters if the effect of radiat
interference is taken into account. When the applied field
tuned to a special frequency the fluorescent emission ca
completely quenched in the presence of maximum quan
interference. We also demonstrate that the latter correspo
to the atom being in a pure state. A physical understand
of these results is obtained by invoking the dressed a
approach in Sec. III. According to this theory, the width
the central sharp line is proportional to the square of
excited doublet splitting. Thus extremely sharp lines, le
than 1% of the natural linewidth, are possible. We inves
gate the effect of laser linewidth on the interference-induc
phenomena in Sec. IV. The conclusions are summarize
Sec. V.

II. RESONANCE FLUORESCENCE SPECTRUM

We consider aV-type atom consisting of two excited sub
levels u1& and u2& coupled to a common ground levelu0& by a
single-mode laser field with amplitudeEL and phasefL .
The energy-level scheme is shown in Fig. 1. The Ham
tonian in the frame rotating with the laser frequencyvL is of
the form

H5~D2v21!A111DA221@~V1A101V2A20!e
2 ifL1H.c.#,

~1!

where D5(E22E0)2vL is the detuning between th
u0&↔u2& transition and the driving laser,Vk5ELeL•dk0
(k51,2) is the Rabi frequency,dk0 is the dipole moment of
the atomic transition fromu0& to uk&, which is assumed to be
real in our system, andv215E22E1 is the level splitting
between the excited sublevelsu1& and u2&. Alk5u l &^ku repre-
sents a population operator forl 5k and a dipole transition
operator forlÞk. Here direct transitions between the excit
sublevelsu1& and u2& are dipole forbidden. We use units suc
that \51.

Assuming that such an atomic system is damped by
standard vacuum, the master equation for the reduced de
operatorr of the atom in the rotating frame then takes t
form @6–8,11,35#

FIG. 1. A V atom driven by a single-mode laser.
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56 3013QUANTUM INTERFERENCE IN RESONANCE . . .
ṙ52 i @H,r#1
1

2
g1~2A01rA102A11r2rA11!

1
1

2
g2~2A02rA202A22r2rA22!1

1

2
g12~2A01rA20

2A21r2rA21!1
1

2
g12~2A02rA102A12r2rA12!, ~2!

wheregk is the spontaneous decay constant of the exc
sublevel k(k51,2) to the ground levelu0&. However, g12
represents the effect of quantum interference resulting f
the cross coupling between the transitionsu1&↔u0& and
u2&↔u0&. It reflects the fact that as the atom decays from
excited sublevelu1& it drives the other excited sublevelu2&
and vice versa. The effects of quantum interference are v
sensitive to the orientations of the atomic dipole polari
tions. If d10 is parallel to d20, then g125Ag1g2 and the
interference effect is maximum, while ifd10 is perpendicular
to d20, theng1250 and the quantum interference disappea
The quantityg12 plays a crucial important role in the spectr
narrowing and fluorescence quenching of the system con
ered here. The equations of motion of the reduced den
matrix elements for the atomic variables take the form@8,11#

ṙ1052F1

2
g11 i ~D2v21!Gr102

1

2
g12r201 iV2r12

1 iV1~r112r00!, ~3a!

ṙ2052S 1

2
g21 iD D r202

1

2
g12r101 iV1r21

1 iV2~r222r00!, ~3b!

ṙ2152F1

2
~g11g2!1 iv21Gr212

1

2
g12~r221r11!1 iV1r20

2 iV2r01, ~3c!

ṙ1152g1r112
1

2
g12~r121r21!2 iV1~r012r10!, ~3d!

ṙ2252g2r222
1

2
g12~r121r21!2 iV2~r022r20!. ~3e!

The fluorescence emission spectrum is proportional to
Fourier transformation of the steady-state correlation fu
tion limt→`^E(2)(r ,t1t)•E(1)(r ,t)& @36#, whereE(6)(r ,t)
are the positive and negative frequency parts of the radia
field in the far zone, which consists of a free-field opera
and a source-field that is proportional to the atomic polari
tion operator. Therefore, the fluorescence spectrum can
expressed in terms of the atomic correlation function

G~v!5RE
0

`

lim
t→`

^D†~t1t !•D~ t !&e2 ivtdt, ~4!

whereD†(t) is the atomic polarization operator

D†~ t !5d10A10~ t !1d20A20~ t ! ~5!

andR denotes ‘‘the real part.’’
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The fluorescence emission spectrumG(v) is composed
of coherent and incoherent components. The coherent R
leigh part, whose origin can be traced to the elastic scatte
of the driving field, gives rise to onlyd-function contribu-
tions, while the incoherent part stems from the fluctuatio
of the dipole polarizations. Hereafter we pay attention o
to the incoherent resonance fluorescence spectrum, whic
defined as

L~v!5RE
0

`

lim
t→`

^DD†~t1t !•DD~ t !&e2 ivtdt, ~6!

where DD(t)5D(t)2^D(`)& represents the deviation o
the dipole polarization operatorD(t) from its mean
steady-state value. The two-time correlation functi
limt→`^DD†(t1t)•DD(t)& can be obtained by invoking th
quantum regression theorem@37#, together with the equa
tions ~3a!–~3e! of motion. To do this, we define vector
Uj (t) ( j 51,2) for the steady-state two-time correlations
the atom

Uj~ t !5@^DA20~ t !DA0 j~0!&, ^DA02~ t !DA0 j~0!&,

^DA22~ t !DA0 j~0!&, ^DA10~ t !DA0 j~0!&,

^DA01~ t !DA0 j~0!&, ^DA11~ t !DA0 j~0!&,

^DA21~ t !DA0 j~0!&, ^DA12~ t !DA0 j~0!&#T. ~7!

According to the quantum regression theorem@37#, when
t.0 we have

d

dt
Uj~ t !5MUj~ t ! ~ j 51,2!, ~8!

whereM is an 838 matrix of coefficients of the equation
~3a!–~3e! of motion of the Bloch vector B(t)
5@^A20(t)&, ^A02(t)&,^A22(t)&, ^A10(t)&,^A01(t)&, ^A11(t)&,
^A21(t)&,^A12(t)&]

T. Note that^Alk(t)&5rkl(t). Due to the
time independence ofM, Eq. ~8! is readily solved. Hence
one obtains the incoherent resonance fluorescence spec
to be

L~v!5R(
k51

8

$R1k~ iv!@g2U2
~k!~0!1g12U1

~k!~0!#

1R4k~ iv!@g1U1
~k!~0!1g12U2

~k!~0!#%, ~9!

whereU j
(k)(0) is the initial component of the vectorUj (t)

( j 51,2), defined in Eq.~7!. Rjk( iv) is one element of the
matrixR( iv)5( ivII2M)21, with II being the identity ma-
trix.

Defining a5d10/d20 as the ratio of the dipole momen
amplitudes of the two allowed transition pathways, we ha
the relationshipsg15a2g25a2g and V15aV25aV. In
what follows we takea51.

We first consider the case of theV atom with a degenerate
excited doubletv2150, which actually serves as a two-lev
atom. The resonance fluorescence spectrum, as expe
consists of a single peak at line center for weak driving
tensities~it is not displayed here! and a Mollow-like triplet
for strong driving intensities. See, for example, in Fig. 2 f
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3014 56PENG ZHOU AND S. SWAIN
V55g andD50, in which the solid and dashed curves a
respectively, for zero (g1250) and maximum (g125g) de-
grees of quantum interference. As one sees, quantum i
ference broadens the Mollow-like triplet.

For the nondegenerate case, we display the reson
fluorescence spectrum forD50, V55g, with various split-
tings of the excited doublet and different degrees of quan
interference in Fig. 3. One finds that for the given Rabi f
quencyV55g, the spectrum exhibits a three-peak structu
for a small splittingv215g, shown in Figs. 3~a!–3~c!, while
the remaining spectrum consists of seven peaks
v2155g. However, the most significant feature in the figu
is a very narrow peak imposed on the central peak when
quantum interference between the two transition channel
the ground state to the excited doublet is taken into acco
See, for instance, Figs. 3~b!, 3~c!, 3~e!, and 3~f!. The smaller
the ratio of the level splitting to the Rabi frequency, the mo
pronounced the narrow spectral profile.

We next consider a special circumstance,D5v21/2 in
Fig. 4, which shows once again that the incoherent fluo

FIG. 2. The 2D incoherent resonance fluorescence spec
L(v) of theV atom with a degenerate excited doublet (v2150), as
a function of v, with V55, D50, andg1250 ~solid curve!, or
g1251 ~dashed curve!, respectively.~All variables are scaled by
g throughout these figures where we takeg51, for simplicity.!

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2, but with a nondegenerate excited d
blet (v21Þ0), for V55, D50, and ~a! v2151, g1250; ~b!
v2151, g1250.999; ~c! v2151, g1251; ~d! v2155, g1250; ~e!
v2155, g1250.999; and~f! v2155, g1251.
,
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cence spectrum is dramatically modified by quantum int
ference. When the atom has nearly parallel dipole mome
for example,g1250.999g in Figs. 4~b! and 4~e!, a significant
sharp peak occurs at line center. However, when the ato
transition dipole moments are exact parallel, i.e.,g125g, the
fluorescence emission quenches completely at all frequ
cies, as one sees in Figs. 4~c! and 4~f!. The latter effect
recently has been confirmed experimentally in a slightly d
ferent atomic system with parallel transition dipole mome
under the conditionD5v21/2 @14#.

We show three-dimensional plots of the central region
the spectrum in Figs. 5–8, in which the spectral narrow
occurs over very wide ranges of the parameters, not just
ones chosen in Figs. 3 and 4. See, for example, Fig. 5, w
the detuningD5v21/2 and both dipole transition monen
are nearly parallelg1250.999g. The splitting v21 has the
valuesv215g in Fig. 5~a! andv2155g in Fig. 5~b!. These
figures clearly show that the larger the Rabi frequency,
narrower the interference-induced peak, and the smaller
splittings of the excited sublevels~for fixed Rabi frequency!,
the more pronounced the narrow spectrum. This conclus
also fits with other cases, for instance, in Fig. 6, where
splitting is largev21520g and the detuningD50 @Fig. 6~a!#
and D550g @Fig. 6~b!#. These graphs clearly exhibit how
the spectral narrowing develops as the Rabi frequency
creases.

Figure 7 displays the three-dimensional~3D! spectrum in
the case ofV550g, D530g, andg1250.999g, against the
splitting of the excited sublevelsv21/g. Apparently, the nar-
rowest spectral line occurs atv21;3g. The linewidth is ap-
proximately g/300. As the splitting increases, the centr
spectrum broadens.

We present the 3D resonance fluorescence spectrum
function of the detuningD/g in Fig. 8, for g125g and ~a!
V55g, v215g and ~b! V5100g, v21540g, from which
one can see that the most significant line narrowing occ
aroundD524.5g and 5.5g in Fig. 8~a! andD5280g and
120g in Fig. 8~b!. The fluorescence quenching occurs
D50.5g andD520g, respectively.

We examine the atomic purity in Fig. 9 forV55g and
v21510g as a function ofg12 andD. The purityP is defined
as @35#

m

u-

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3, but withD5v21/2.
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56 3015QUANTUM INTERFERENCE IN RESONANCE . . .
P5Tr~r2!5r00
2 1r11

2 1r22
2 12~ ur10u21ur20u21ur21u2!.

~10!

P51 corresponds to a pure state of the atom, whileP51/3
represents the maximum mixed state of the atom, an un
larized state. Obviously, one sees from Fig. 9 that the ato
purity in the vicinity of D5v21/2 is strongly dependent o
the quantum interference. An atomic pure state can
achieved atD5v21/2 with the maximum quantum interfer
ence, whereas forg12.0, we have a maximally mixed state
We shall see in the following section that the pure state
volved is a dressed state. This implies that the atomic ene
is completely trapped in the pure state, which prevents
photon from emitting, giving rise to fluorescence quenchi

III. ORIGIN OF SPECTRAL NARROWING
AND FLUORESCENCE QUENCHING

To explore the origins of the unusual spectral featu
produced by quantum interference we employ the dres
atomic-state representation@38#, which makes the physica
processes transparent, to derive a compact form of the r
nance fluorescence spectrum. For simplicity, we here ass
that the excitation field is tuned to

D5v21/2 ~11!

FIG. 5. The 3D spectrum versusv and V, for g1250.999,
D5v21/2, and~a! v2151 and~b! v2155.
o-
ic

e

-
gy
y
.

s
d-

o-
e

and the magnitudes of both dipole moments to be ident
~so thatg15g25g andV15V25V). In this situation, the
eigenvalues and eigenstates of the interaction Hamilton
~1! are given by

la52
1

2
VR , lb50, lc5

1

2
VR ~12!

and

FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 5, but forg1250.999,v21520, and~a!
D50 and~b! D550.

FIG. 7. The 3D spectrum againstv and v21, for g1250.999,
V550, andD530.
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ua&5
1

2
@2~12«!u2&2~11«!u1&14hu0&],

ub&522hu2&12hu1&1«u0&,

uc&5
1

2
@~11«!u2&1~12«!u1&14hu0&], ~13!

where

VR5Av21
2 18V2, h5

V

VR
, «5

v21

VR
. ~14!

In the high-field limit, where the effective Rabi frequenc
is much greater than all relaxation rates, i.e.,VR@g, the
coupling between matrix elements associated with vari
frequencies may be omitted toO(g/VR). Correspondingly,
the equations of motion in the dressed-state representa
are obtained as

ṙbb.2G1rbb1G0 ,

ṙcc2 ṙaa.2G2~rcc2raa!,

ṙab.2S G32 i
1

2
VRD rab1G4rbc ,

FIG. 8. The 3D spectrum againstv and D, for g1251 and~a!
V55, v2151 and~b! V5100,v21540.
s

on

ṙcb.2S G31 i
1

2
VRD rcb1G4rba ,

ṙac.2~G52 iVR!rac , ~15!

with

G05
1

2
@~g1g12!«

21~g2g12!«
4#,

G15
1

2
@~g1g12!«

21~g2g12!~3«424«212!#,

G25
1

2
@~g1g12!1~g2g12!«

2#,

G35
1

4
@2g1~g2g12!~11«222«4!#,

G452
1

2
~g2g12!~12«2!«2,

G55
1

4
@3~g1g12!1~g2g12!«

42g122«2#. ~16!

Only the diagonal elements are nonzero in the steady st

raa5rcc5
G12G0

2G1
, rbb5

G0

G1
. ~17!

It is not difficult to see, in the presence of maximum qua
tum interferenceg125g, that raa5rcc50 andrbb51: the
atom is trapped in the dressed stateub&. Therefore, there is
no fluorescence at all in this circumstance.

Under the secular approximation, the incoherent re
nance fluorescence spectrum can be expressed as an an
cal form

FIG. 9. The 3D atomic purity versusg12 andD, for v21510 and
V55.
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56 3017QUANTUM INTERFERENCE IN RESONANCE . . .
L~v!5
1

4
RF A1

G11 iv
1

A2

G21 iv
1

A3

G32G41 i ~v1VR/2!

1
A4

G31G41 i ~v1VR/2!
1

A5

G32G41 i ~v2VR/2!

1
A6

G31G41 i ~v2VR/2!
1

A7

G51 i ~v1VR!

1
A8

G51 i ~v2VR!G , ~18!

where

A159~g2g12!«
2~12«2!~raa1rcc!rbb ,

A25~g1g12!~12«2!@~raa1rcc!rbb14raarcc#,

A35~g2g12!@~12«2!~122«2!rbb12«4raa#

12g12«
2raa ,

A45~g2g12!~12«2!rbb12g«2raa ,

A55~g2g12!@~12«2!~122«2!rbb12«4rcc#12g12«
2rcc ,

A65~g2g12!~12«2!rbb12g«2rcc ,

A75@g1g121~g2g12!«
2#~12«2!raa ,

A85@g1g121~g2g12!«
2#~12«2!rcc . ~19!

The incoherent resonance fluorescence spectrum for the
tuning ~11! consists of five spectral components: the cen
resonance, the inner sidebands placed at frequen
6VR/2, and the outer sidebands located at frequen
6VR .

In the dressed-state representation, the underlying ph
cal processes are evident. Various components are assoc
with different transitions in the dressed states. The cen
peak comes from transitions between the same level of
neighboring manifolds of the dressed states and consists
superposition of two Lorentzians with linewidths 2G1 and
2G2 , which are related to the decay rates of the populat
rbb in the dressed stateub& and of the population differenc
rcc2raa of the dressed statesua& and uc&, respectively.
However, one~located at2VR/2! of the inner sidebands i
the result of the transitions fromua& to ub& and fromub& to
uc&. Both transitions couple each other, so the spectral lin
a superposition of two Lorentzians with linewidth
2(G36G4), which are associated with the decays of t
dressed-state coherencesrab6rbc . The other inner sideban
is associated with the transitionsuc&→ub& and ub&→ua&.
This peak is also composed of two Lorentzians with lin
widths 2(G36G4), but they are the results of the decays
the dressed-state coherencesrcb6rba . Transitions between
the dressed statesua& anduc& contribute the outer sideband
Since the stationary dressed-state populationsraa andrcc are
identical in the secular approximation, the spectrum is sy
metric.
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A. The case of the degenerate excited sublevels:v2150

For theV atom with two degenerate excited sublevels, t
steady-state populations of the dressed state reduc
raa5rcc51/2, rbb50, which demonstrates that the ato
stays only in the dressed statesub& and uc&. The transition
amplitudes associated with the dressed stateub& thus are
zero. The resultant spectrum gives a triplet structure of
form

L~v!5
~g1g12!

2

8 H 1

1

4
~g1g12!

21v2

1
3/4

9

16
~g1g12!

21~v1A8V!2

1
3/4

9

16
~g1g12!

21~v2A8V!2J , ~20!

which resembles the Mollow spectrum of a two-level ato
It is not difficult to see that the ratios of the height and wid
of the central peaks to those of the sidebands are 3
2/3, respectively, the same as in the Mollow triplet@39#.
However, the sidebands are displaced byA8V from line
center, instead ofV as in the original Mollow case. In addi
tion, the widths of the central and sideband pea
(g1g12) and 3(g1g12)/2, respectively, which also diffe
from the Mollow values,g and 3g/2, are sensitive to the
degree of quantum interference. Quantum interference
ways broadens the spectral lines in the case ofv2150.

B. The case of the nondegenerate excited sublevels:v21Þ0

In Sec. II we found that quantum interference can resul
spectral line narrowing and fluorescence quenching when
excited doublet is nondegenerate. The analytical expres
~18! for the resonance fluorescence spectrum allows gre
insight into the physical mechanisms of these interferen
induced effects.

1. Fluorescence quenching

It is apparent from Eq.~17! that if g125g, i.e., the dipole
moments of the two transitions are exactly parallel, th
raa5raa50 and rbb51, and the population is entirely
trapped in the dressed stateub&. Consequently,Aj50,
( j 51,2,...,8) in Eq.~18!, which impliesL(v)50, no fluo-
rescence at all. Fluorescence quenching is due to comple
destructive interference.

However, if g12 deviates from the maximum valueg,
which makes the destructive quantum interference inco
plete, thenraa5rccÞ0 and fluorescent emission becom
possible. On the other hand, it is apparent that the amplitu
of the fluorescence spectrum~18! are maximal in the absenc
of quantum interference (g1250), the case in which the di
pole moments are perpendicular.

It is worth emphasizing that the fluorescence quench
effect is not just restricted in the special case ofa51. In
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fact, as long as the dipole moments of the two transitions
exactly parallelg125Ag1g2 and the detuning satisfies th
D5v21/(11a2), then the population is always trapped
the dressed stateub& and the fluorescence radiation will b
suppressed completely, no matter what values ofa, v21, and
V1(2) are taken.

2. Spectral narrowing

As we have shown above, an extremely narrow peak m
arise at line center when the atomic dipole moments
nearly parallel. In order to explore the physical origin of t
spectral narrowing employing the analytical results we
sume thatg12 has a value slightly less than its maximu
Ag1g2. In this case, the dressed statesua& and uc& have a
very small, but nonzero, population. As a consequence, s
fluorescent emission may take place,L(v)Þ0, and the line-
widths of two Lorentzians forming the central component
the spectrum are reduced toG1.g«2 and G2.g, respec-
tively. Hence, if«!1, which requires that the splittingv21
of the excited sublevels be much less than the effective R
frequencyVR , then G1!g, a very narrow Lorentzian line
shape. However, the other Lorentzian always has a linew
of orderg. Thus the spectral feature at line center consists
a sharp peak superimposed on a broad Lorentzian pro
We emphasize that the sharp peak can be very narrow.
example, the linewidth in Fig. 4~b! is predicted to be
G1.g/100 by the dressed state theory and found to be
numerically. The linewidth of the sharp feature in Figs. 3~b!
and 3~c! is also close to this value.

We conclude that the spectral narrowing is due to
slowly decay of the dressed-state populationrbb , which
originates certainly from quantum interference between
transition pathways. In fact, wheng12 is far from the maxi-
mum allowed valueg, the decay rate of the population in th
dressed stateub& increases and becomes comparable w
G2 . In the case of g1250, no quantum interference
G15g(3«423«212)/2 and G25g(11«2)/2, leading to
two Lorentzians with linewidths wider thang, and no narrow
spectral feature is exhibited.

In addition, quantum interference can also narrow
sidebands. See, for example, Figs. 4~d! and 4~e!. The former
is in absence of quantum interference (g1250) and the line-
width of the inner sidebands is approximately 1.6g, while in
the latter figure the inner linewidth isg when a nearly maxi-
mum value (g1250.999g) of quantum interference is taken
However, the linewidth of the outer sidebands increases f
1.5g to 2.9g when g12 increases from 0 to 0.999g in this
case. The modifications are due to influence of the quan
interference on the decays of the dressed-state coheren

We turn to the effect of the splitting of the excited su
levels on the spectral structure. One finds from formula~18!
that when the splitting is very small, i.e.,«!1, the heights of
the central, inner, and outer sidebands are approxima
proportional to (g22g12

2 )(123«2), (g22g12
2 )«2, and

(g2g12)(122«2), respectively. Therefore, the inner sid
bands are hardly visible in the case of«;0, as we see, for
example, in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!, where the resonance fluore
cence spectrum demonstrates a Mollow-like triplet. Ho
ever, the inner sidebands become visible with increas
splitting, as shown in Figs. 4~d! and 4~e!, with the inner
re
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sidebands even being more pronounced than the outer
bands in the latter frame when quantum interference is ta
into account.

In the general case, the dressed statesua&,ub&,uc& no
longer have equally spaced splittings. As a result, the tra
tions of uc&→ub& andub&→ua& will lead to two spectral lines
and the spontaneous decays ofua&→ub& and ub&→uc& also
give rise to different spectral components. Consequen
there exists a maximum of seven peaks, as may be see
Figs. 3~d!–3~f!, for example. In this circumstance, spectr
narrowing at line center can still occur when«!1 and
g12.g. See Figs. 3~e! and 3~f!. This is also a result of the
slow decay rate of one of the dressed state populations
duced by the quantum interference.

We note that Narducciet al. @22# considered aV-type
atomic system in which two excited levels are coupled to
ground state by different laser fields. When one transition
very weakly driven compared to the other, the spectral l
arising from fluorescence from the strong transition can
narrowed. The spectral narrowing in such a system was l
confirmed experimentally by Gauthieret al. @23#. Similar ef-
fects were also investigated, using the Green’s-funct
method and quantum jump theory, respectively, by Fuet al.
and Hegerfeldt and Plenio@40,31#, who demonstrated that a
additional sharp peak is superimposed at line center of
resonance fluorescence spectrum in the presence of a m
stable excited state that is coupled the ground state by a
weak laser field and that the width of the narrow peak
essentially proportional to the intensity of the laser drivi
the metastable transition. The phenomenon can be class
into a kind of quantum jump proposed by Dehmelt@33#.

IV. EFFECT OF LASER LINEWIDTH

For more realistic cases, the driving laser may unde
various kinds of fluctuations, such as phase and amplit
diffusion, so that the laser output has a finite bandwidth.
operation above threshold the phase and amplitude fluc
tions are decoupled and for a well-stabilized laser the am
tude fluctuations can be neglected. Therefore, we cons
only a driving laser subject to the phase diffusion effect. T
corresponding Hamiltonian~1! is replaced by

H5~D2v21!A111DA22

1@~V1A101V2A20!e
2 iF~ t !1H.c.#, ~21!

whereF(t)5fL1f(t) and f(t) is the fluctuating part of
the phase of the driving laser, which is assumed to b
Gaussian random process with the properties

ḟ~ t !5F~ t !, ^F~ t !&50, ^F~ t !F~ t8!&52Ld~ t2t8!,
~22!

whereL is the linewidth of the driving laser due to the pha
diffusion.

For such a laser model, the effect of the laser linewid
can be accounted for by modifying the equations~3a!–~3b!
of motion for the off-diagonal elements of the density mat
as @41#
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ṙ1052F1

2
g11L1 i ~D2v21!Gr102

1

2
g12r201 iV2r12

1 iV1~r112r00!, ~23a!

ṙ2052S 1

2
g21L1 iD D r202

1

2
g12r101 iV1r21

1 iV2~r222r00!. ~23b!

The formulas preciously used to evaluate the spectrum
easily modified for this circumstance. We display the eff
of laser linewidth in Fig. 10 for the case ofV55g,
v215g, D5v21/2, and L5g in Figs. 10~a!–10~c! and
L55g in Figs. 10~d!–10~f!. It is clearly seen from Figs
10~b!, 10~c!, 10~e!, and 10~f! that the spectrum still exhibits
a very sharp interference-induced peak imposed on the
center in the presence of laser linewidth. Comparing w
Fig. 4, one finds that the laser linewidth has a twofold eff
on the spectrum: first it broadens all spectral compone
~including the narrow spectral line! and reduces their height
and second it eliminates fluorescence quenching in the
g125g.

These effects may also be interpreted in the dressed
resentation. In the presence of nonzero laser linewidth
decay rates~16! of the dressed-state populations and coh
ences are modified by

G0
L5G01L«2~12«2!,

G1
L5G113L«2~12«2!,

G2
L5G21L~12«2!,

G3
L5G31

1

2
L~12«212«4!,

G4
L5G41L«2~12«2!,

G5
L5G51

1

2
L~12«4!. ~24!

FIG. 10. The 2D resonance fluorescence spectrum including
effect of the laser linewidth, forV55, v2151, D5v21/2, and~a!–
~c! L51 and~d!–~f! L55.
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The corresponding steady-state populations and spec
have the same forms as Eqs.~17! and~18!, respectively, but
with G j being replaced byG j

L ( j 50,1,...,5). It is notdiffi-
cult to show that the dressed-state populations in the cas
the maximum quantum interference take the form

raa5rcc5
L~12«2!

g13L~12«2!
, rbb5

g1L~12«2!

g13L~12«2!
.

~25!

No population is trapped in a special state, so no fluor
cence quenching occurs if the driving laser undergoes ph
diffusion, and hence has a finite linewidth.

Although the presence of a laser linewidth always
creases the dressed-state decay rates, broadens the sp
lines, and reduces their amplitudes, nevertheless, quan
interference can still lead to a very narrow spectral line. F
example, in the case of«!1 andg21;g, the linewidth of
the sharp peak is approximately 2(g13L)«2. As shown in
Fig. 10, the linewidth of the narrow spectral line is abo
g/25 in Figs. 10~b! and 10~c!, whereas it approximates t
4g/25 in Figs. 10~e! and 10~f!.

Figure 11 shows the central region of the spectrum
cluding the effect of laser linewidth, for a large level spl
ting, strong Rabi frequency, and large detuning, s
v21520g, V550g, and D530g. We takeL50 in Figs.
11~a!–11~c!, whereasL5g in Figs. 11~d!–11~f!. The graph
exhibits once again that the interference-induced nar
spectral lines will be widened and reduced if the linewidth
the driving laser is taken into account. For large laser lin
widths, for example,L55g, the sharp peak will disappea
~not shown here!.

V. CONCLUSION

We have shown that the resonance fluorescence spec
of a drivenV atom is greatly modified by quantum interfe

he FIG. 11. Same as Fig. 10, but forv21520, V550, D530, and
~a! L50, g1250; ~b! L50, g1250.99; ~c! L50, g1251; ~d!
L51, g1250; ~e! L51, g1250.99; and~f! L51, g1251.
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ence between the two transition pathways from the exc
doublet to the common ground level. For the case of
degenerate excited doublet, the spectrum exhibits a Moll
like triplet. Radiative interference always broadens the sp
tral lines. However, more interesting phenomena due
quantum interference emerge in the situation in which
excited doublet is nondegenerate. The fluorescent emis
can be completely suppressed if the atomic dipole mom
are parallel~which maximizes quantum interference! and the
coherent field is tuned to the average frequency of the ato
transitions. Otherwise, significant spectral narrowing at l
center takes place over a wide range of parameters, for
allel or nearly parallel dipole transition moments. If the las
linewidth is taken into account the atom can be never trap
in a dressed state, so that no fluorescence quenching
plays. Nevetheless, the spectral lines can still be significa
narrowed provided the laser linewidth does not greatly
ceed the natural width.

These effects have a straightforward interpretation in
dressed-state representation. The quantum interference
s
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tween the two transition pathways can drive the atom int
dressed state that is decoupled from the fields, preven
any fluorescence, although population inversion is achie
when the coherent field is tuned to the average frequenc
the atomic transitions. The dressed state decays very slo
for small excited doublet splittings for nearly maximu
quantum interference. It is the slow decay that gives rise
the striking narrow spectral profile at line center. The wid
of the narrow spectral line is proportional to the square of
ratio of the level splitting to the effective Rabi frequency a
may thus be very narrow for small splittings.
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